
Design and Technology 
Creative solutions for a sustainable future

OPTIONS EVENING - FAQs



How will I be assessed in 
the GCSE?

DESIGN   RESEARCH   ANALYSIS  EVALUATION
Mostly from design work and material knowledge

Only 10% of the marks are awarded for making skills

It is a challenging course that rewards persistence and the ability to 

explain and show how ideas are developed and provide well reasoned 

justification of the decisions made and the problem-solving process





What materials will I work with?

Mostly timber-based material, 
manufactured boards, corrugated 
cardboard



What skills will I learn?

Skilful and precise use of hand tools

Computer Aided Design skills

Sketching skills

3D Card modelling skills

Creative skills



What projects and 
products will I make?

Skills ‘sticks’



No, it’s a slow process and the software does the 

clever calculations rather than the designer

Pupils need to be more creative, learn more  and 

think harder to make items from sheet materials

Do you have 
a 3D printer?



Digital fabrication & CAD-CAM - We output to these machines:

Roland GX24 Plotter to cut vinyl and card

50W Laser cutter to cut sheets of corrugated card, card, 
paper, MDF, laser-plywood and occasionally some polymers 

RouterCAM 1290 to cut 
sheets of plywood and 

timber-based materials 



What revision 
book do you use?



What does a GCSE project look like?

It all depends on the context that is explored

Here is an example



September – Start here!

NEA Project example – 35 Hours
20, A3 PowerPoint slides (10 point font size)



Exploring contextual 
challenges and design 

problems 

 Here I have explored some of the different 
problems surrounding comfort and safety in 
rooms of the home. 

 I have focused my research into frequently 
used rooms including the kitchen and living 
room. 

 The problems vary from issues surrounding 
people with limited dexterity to the safety of 
young children.

 I have identified some initial solutions to a 
variety of these problems and will continue to 
develop my ideas further depending on the 
needs of the client.

 I will now continue to explore the specific 
needs of the client and research different 
existing products.



The needs of the user 
The Client: XXXXX XXXXXX 

Age: 44

Job: Gemma is a primary school teacher, who spends 
much of her day interacting with young children. 

Interests: Gemma enjoys gardening, sewing, cooking and 
walks with her dog.

The clients needs: Gemma has arthritis in her hands and 
knees so is therefore looking for products that can make 
everyday tasks easier and more comfortable. She needs 
products that will help with grip when her hands are 
swollen. She often finds tasks such as carrying bags 
opening jars, kneeling when cleaning and holding cups 
difficult. These tasks become especially difficult after a 
day at work because continuous interaction with young 
children puts strain on arthritic joints.

The clients 
needs:

What the client 
wants:

 A product to 
make everyday 
activities easier 
to use for 
people with 
Arthritis and 
other dexterity 
limiting 
conditions.

 Products with 
extra grip.

 A lightweight 
product.

 An aesthetically 
pleasing 
product.

 A product that 
makes 
everyday jobs 
such as carrying 
things easier.

 The product to 
be affordable.

Average time spent in different rooms of the 
house during a day at home: 

• Kitchen = 30%
• Living room = 30%
• Dining room = 5%
• Study= 16%
• Bedroom = 15%
• Bathroom = 4%

Key rooms to explore

After speaking to the customer I have identified that key things to consider are the ease of use, functionality and 

aesthetics of the product within the kitchen and living room.

The client has tested the different products shown above and has  found the most challenging tasks to be: carry 
shopping bags, holding mugs, gripping cutlery and turning taps. Therefore these are the areas which I am going to 
research further. 

The design problem 

Having considered the different problems surrounding comfort and 
safety in the home, and the needs of the user I have narrowed my 
design problems down to: 

 Equipment in the kitchen and living room which can be hard 
for people with limited dexterity to use. 

Equipment which can be 
hard for people with 

limited dexterity to use:

Carrier bags –
thin bag 

handles can 
be hard to 

grip.

Mugs – small 
handles can be 
uncomfortable/ 
difficult to grip. 

Can/tin openers – can 
openers with slippery 

handles can be hard to 
grip. 

Jars – jars 
with tight 
lids can be 
hard to 
open.

Sauce pans -
handles can be 
hot and hard to 

grip.

TV remote –
buttons can be 
too small to use 

accurately. 

Cutlery – cutlery 
can be difficult 

to hold. 

Glasses –
glasses can be 

difficult to  hold 
due to their 

slippery surface. 

Keyboards – small buttons which 
can be difficult use.

Taps – handles 
can be difficult 

to turn 
especially when 

wet. 
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Client interview and Questionnaire:

Please circle your answer.

Q1) How much would you be willing to pay for the product?

Up to £5/ £10/ £15 / £20 / over £20

Q2) What is more important to you – practicality or aesthetics? 

Practicality or Aesthetics 

Why? 
Because the product must be able to make the job easier which is more important to me than what it looks like. 

Q3) What are your preferred materials?

Plastic / wood / metal / or other (please specify) 

Q4) Is sustainability important to you?

Yes / No 

Why?
I think I t is important to recycle and reuse as much as possible as unsustainable products are harmful to 
the environment.

Q5) What is more important to you – comfort or practicality?

Comfort / Practicality 

Why?
Because for me to be able to effectively and practically use the product, it must be comfortable to hold. 

Q6) What is your preferred colour scheme?

Neutral / Bright 

Q7) Should the product be able to withstand daily use?

Yes / No 

Q8) Are there any other specifications what the product must meet? Is so please specify. 
I would like the product to be easy to store and not too heavy. 

Q9) Which of the following products would be most useful to you?

Client interview and inspiration  
Black and Blum are a company who’s focus is designing 

sustainable, reusable products such as water bottles and food 
containers. 

Overall, the client likes Black and Blum products because of their simplistic designs and use of  
neutral colours. Whilst she understands that stainless steel is practical she prefers the use of wood. 

Although these products have been designed to make every day jobs more comfortable and 
enjoyable, this was not specifically for people with limited dexterity and therefore there is room for 

improvements which would aid the client. When designing products I will use Black and Blum 
products as inspiration. 

Although the client likes these 
products she feels that they are 
overly expensive and says that 
she would not spend £27.95 on 
a lunch box. She would usually 
limit her spend to an item like 

this to around £10.  

The client also likes Black and 
Blum because although she feels 

practicality is more important 
than aesthetics, these products 

have still been designed with 
appearance in mind.  

The client says that although not her 
immediate preference she does not mind 

the use of stainless steel. However she feels 
the addition of wood to some products was 
necessary to soften the design. Continuing 

forward the client is open to the use of 
metal but would still prefer wood or plastic. 

Another thing that the client likes about 
Black and Blum products is that they are 
both practical due to the use of strong 

durable materials, and comfortable to use 
because of the smooth and simple design. 

The client says that she really likes that Black and Blum products have a neutral colour 
scheme. She would like the product design to also avoided the use of bright colours. 

The client likes that Black and Blum products are strong, durable and 
able to withstand daily use as this is very important for this type of 

product. 

One thing that the client does not particularly like about 
the Black and Blum products is that she thinks the use of 

stainless steel could make them heavy. She feels that 
lightweight products are more useful to her as they put 

less strain on her joints. 

The client also really 
likes Black and Blum 

products because they 
are designed with the 
environment in mind. 

They are made as 
sustainably as possible 
and the client feels that 
this is very important. 



Learning more about the design problem 
through the user’s perspective  

Here I used a pair of 
gloves, elastic bands and 

small scrunched up 
pieces of paper to enable 

me to understand how 
everyday jobs may feel 

for someone with limited 
dexterity or arthritis. 

I wrapped the 
elastic bands 

around different 
fingers to add 
tension and  I 

placed scrunched 
up pieces of paper 
into the gloves to 

put pressure on the 
knuckles. 

This has helped me to understand the difficulty that some people have when trying  to complete everyday tasks. I 
think that this information will help me when designing products because I have a better understanding of the user’s 

needs.

Kitchen 

Living room 
Living room 

Location:
Because I have identified that the client spends much of her time at home in the living room and the kitchen, I have tried to experience 
tasks in these areas. For example, here I tried using a regular pen, like those the client would use in her living room. I found that not 
only was opening the pen difficult but trying to grip it tight enough to write became challenging. I also tried to experience tasks in the 

kitchen such as opening taps and carrying shopping bags. I now understand that gripping narrow shopping bag handles and turning taps 
is very difficult for the client because clenching a fist is harder for someone with arthritis.

Kitchen 



Ball® Sure Tight® Band Tool 

Investigating existing products

This TV remote is 
larger than a usual 

one, it has big 
buttons and an 

unusual shape to 
aid someone with 
limited dexterity.

Some carrier 
bags have a 
Velcro strap 

that adds 
padding 

around the 
handles to aid 

grip.

This wine glass has 
a wide handle that 
helps people hold 

it more easily. 

This mug has 
two large 

handles with 
finger imprints 
to aid grip and 

comfort.

This is a tool that 
clips onto a jar and 

can be used to 
open it easily.

This tin opener has 
ergonomic handles 
with extra grips to 
allow easier use.

These plastic tap 
turners clip onto 

tap handles 
creating a larger 

handle that is 
easier  to turn.  

This cutlery has 
larger handles with 

rubber grips 
meaning they are 
easier and more 
comfortable to 

use.

Further research 

The “Caring Mug”

The “Caring Mug” has:
 Two handles to make it easier to 

drink.
 A broad sturdy base to provide 

additional stability and prevent 
spillage. 

 Removable spout lid to enable a 
controlled flow of liquid.

The Mug costs £6.48 from NRS 
Healthcare and the description the 
website states:
 “Designed to help you enjoy your 

drinks, the Caring Mug is really 
helpful if you have limited hand 
movement. Featuring large handles 
and a wide base, the mug is easy 
and comfortable to hold and is 
sturdier than regular mugs.”

The “Ball® 
Sure 

Tight® 
Band 
Tool” 

The “Ball® Sure Tight® Band Tool” is a 
kitchen tool with two functions:
 It can be used to open jam jar lids with 

ease, requiring less hand strength.  
 It can be used to tighten jar band so that 

food can be kept fresh. 
The device costs £21.19 from Amazon. 
The product description states:
 “increases confidence that the band is 

tightened properly. Requires less hand 
strength. Good for people with arthritis. 
-Comfort grip handle. Handle has lid 
lifter.”

“Crosshead Tap Turners”

 The Tap Turners cost  
£2.34 from 
Completecareshop. 

 “These strong moulded plastic tap turners 
represent excellent value for money and 
have been designed to make it easier to turn 
crosshead taps on or off. Very easy to 
use, the tap turners simply hook over the top 
of any X type tap, giving the user extra 
leverage and making the taps easier to turn. 
Ideal for users with a weak or painful grip, 
such as those suffering from arthritis, the 
Crosshead Tap Turners are supplied as a pair, 
with one Blue and one Red turner to ensure 
that hot and cold taps are easily 
identifiable.” – information from Complete 
care shop.

Aesthetics – These products are brightly coloured to ensure they are 
identifiable.
Cost – These products are fairly affordable mostly costing under £30
Customer – These products are aimed at people with limited dexterity.
Environment – They are mostly made from plastic so are not very sustainable
Size – These are small hand held products.
Safety - These products have been designed to aid safety.
Function –The products are designed to make every day tasks easier.  
Material – These products are made from  plastics. 
Manufacture - These plastic products are made in batch production which may 
not be very environmentally friendly. 
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Design brief and specification Design Brief:
I am going to make a product that will help someone with Arthritis complete an every day task with ease. The 
product must be practical, comfortable and affordable.

ACCESS FM: Specification: Explanation:

Aesthetics The product must be 
aesthetically pleasing and in 
the style of Black and Blum 
products. 

The product should be pleasing to look at and not look out of 
place in a modern home. The product must have a neutral 
colour scheme with smooth surfaces.  

Aesthetics The product must have a 
simple design.

The product should have a simple design which is easy to 
produce.

Cost The product must be 
affordable.

The product must not be expensive. I think £10 is a sensible 
limit, when considering the prices of existing similar products. 

Customer The product must make an 
every day job easier.

The product must be able to aid someone with Arthritis and 
make simple tasks easier. 

Environment The product must be 
sustainable.

The product must be made from sustainable, environmentally 
friendly materials such as plywood and cork. 

Size The product must be 
lightweight. 

The product needs to be lightweight to ensure the task is made 
easier. The product will be hand held and therefore must be 
made according to the users anthropometric data. 

Safety The product must make the 
task safer.

The product must fulfil the design brief and actually make the 
task safer. For example, a product for carrying shopping should 
be effective enough to reduce the risk of dropping heavy bags. 

Function The product must be 
comfortable to grip in order to 
make the task easier.

The product must be able to complete the task more 
comfortably by decreasing the effort needed from the client. It 
should therefore have smooth surfaces that are easy to grip. 

Function The product must be practical. The product must be practical, able to fulfil it purpose and do 
its job  effectively. 

Function The product must be usable in 
and around the home.

The product should be able to be used within the home, and 
must therefore be safe for children.

Material The product must be durable. The product must be able to withstand daily use.

Manufacture The product must be 
manufactured quickly and 
affordably.

The manufacturing process must be short and affordable but 
must also have little environmental impacts. 

Design specification:

Further research into 
existing products 

Oxo Good Grips are a company who in 1990 began 
to design kitchen utensils to aid people with 

arthritis. The aim was to create a product that was 
“easy to hold and control no matter the size or 

shape if your hand or the strength of your grip.” 

The design was continually edited in 
progression towards the products 
sold in shops today. All products 

feature flexible "fins” on the sides 
which  flex when touched. Whilst 
making the product unique the 

“fins” also make it easy to grip. The 
final design made the handles black 
in order to stand out and attract the 

buyers attention. 
Having spoken to the client, I know that she feels that Oxo grips would 
be beneficial and aid her in the kitchen. However, she would prefer a 

softer more natural colour palette.

Joseph and Joseph are another company who aim was to produce “functional, 
problem-solving house hold products”.

The company began with the design of a functional, hygienic glass chopping board. 
However after looking around the kitchen the Joseph brothers soon found that many 

kitchen products weren't performing as well as they should. Having continued to 
design multiple more household products the company has grown and been launched 

world wide. 

After speaking again with the client I know that although these products 
may successfully make everyday tasks more hygienic, they are not designed 
for the specific needs of people with limited dexterity. Therefore they are 

not  very beneficial to the client. 



Initial ideas 

Inspiration:

Tap Turner

Bag carrier

Inspiration:

Here are some initial ideas that I have explored through 
freehand sketches …

Inspiration:

Cutlery holder

Cup Holder
Inspiration:

Client Feedback:

The client liked this design but said that she 
thought it may be slightly difficult to turn 

due to that fact that the wheel on the top is 
not very deep. When developing this idea 
further I will consider making this thicker.  

The client said that 
she thought this 
would be a very 
useful product 

however she feels it 
may need to be made 

thicker to add 
strength and become 

more able to carry 
heavy shopping.  

Although the client likes 
this design she feels that it 

may not be extremely 
useful due to the wide 

variety of cutlery styles, 
which may make it 
unsuitable in some 

circumstances. The client likes this 
design and feels that it 

would make holding 
mugs much easier and 
safer however she is 

unsure if it will be 
suitable for a wide 

variety of mug shapes 
and sizes. 



User interface

Anthropometric 
data-
Here is 
anthropometric 
data that I have  
collected from 
the clients hand. 
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Anthropometric data-
Here is anthropometric data collected from second hand online sources. 

By collecting this data I 
have identified that the 
client’s hand is slightly 
smaller than the average 
adult female hand. This 
will mean that the 
product’s size may need 
to be adjusted if sent for 
batch production and 
wider sale. 

154mm

168mm

159mm

I am collecting this data because:
• Collecting anthropometric data will 

be helpful when designing the 
product as it will ensure that the 
product is to the correct size to fit 
into the users hand. This is important 
because all of the ideas that I am 
exploring are hand held products. 

• Usually when designing a product it is 
important to work to the 95th

percentile to ensure that the product 
is the correct size for 95% of users. 

• However because this product is 
being designed for one specific client, 
it will be made using her exact 
measurements. 

• If the product is then made in batch 
production the sizing will be adjusted 
to fit the 95th percentile.  



Further research into materials
Considering how to Reduce Reuse 

and Recycle  

Here I have researched 
some different sustainable 

materials. In summary, 
when designing the final 
product I will use one of 

these materials to ensure 
that the product is 

environmentally friendly.

Reclaimed wood-
Reclaimed wood is wood that has already served a 
purpose in a previous life. This means that it can 
be used  again to serve a different purpose; 
making it more sustainable. Reclaimed wood can 
be sourced from many places such as building 
sites, scrap yards and warehouses. 
Reclaimed wood can be  used for many purposes -
just like newly sourced wood. However; before use 
it must be inspected to remove any old fixing and 
then sanded down to remove coatings and 
varnishes. 

Old plastic bottles-
Many types of plastic bottles can be melted and re-shaped to 
serve a new purpose. These include hdpe ( High Density 
Polyethylene) bottles such as milk bottles and gum pots. 
Old Plastic bottles,  can be melted down and re- shaped to 
serve a new purpose. 

Cork-
Cork is completely renewable and sustainable
because harvesting it does not damage the tree, so it is an 
environmentally friendly material. Cork is also 
biodegradable and recyclable.
Cork itself is made from the bark of Cork Oak Trees which 
grow very big can live for around 300 years. The cork is 
harvested one the tree reaches around 25 years old and 
from then on the cork can be harvested at regular intervals 
throughout its lifetime.

Reclaimed Metal:
Reclaimed metal is metal that has been 
worn out or did not meet specifications and 
can now be used to serve a different 
purpose. Reclaimed metals can be found in 
many places including factories and scrap 
yards. 

Wool-
Wool is a all natural renewable fibre grown on sheep. 
It is biodegradable, recyclable and readily available 
making it sustainable. 

Bamboo-
Bamboo is very sustainable because it regenerates 
quickly by re-generating from its own roots. It is  
also more eco friendly because it does not require 
large quantities of fertiliser.

Here is a 
coffee cup 
made from 
bamboo.

Here is a shelf 
made from 
reclaimed 

wooden crates.

Here is a 
bottle 

made from 
recycled 
plastic.

Here 
is a 
bag 
mad

e 
from 
cork.

Here is a chair made form reclaimed metal.

Here is a blanket made 
from wool.

Plywood -
Plywood is another environmentally 
friendly material because the raw wood 
stores carbon helping to reduct the 
amount of CO2 in the air. it is a recyclable, 
decomposing sustainable material. 

Organisations such as the FSC ( Forest 

Sewardship Council ) that the raw material 
is from sustainably managed forests with 
legal rights to carry out logging.Further 
benefit s include that plywoof is cheap, 
durable, strong and lightweight.

Here is a chair made 
from plywood.
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Development and 
refinements 

of Initial Ideas 

Here are some 3Rd Angle 
Orthographic Projections 

which I have used to 
develop my initial ideas 

Cutlery holder

Cup Holder

Tap Turner

Bag Carrier

Client Feedback:

The client says that these sketches have made this design idea more clear however she still feels that more 
depth needs to be added to the wheel at the top. I am going to explore this when modelling this design. 

The client says that she feels the curved 
circular design will make the product 
comfortable to grip and successfully 

make it easier to hold cutlery. 

The client says that these sketches have made this design much 
clearer. Further development will help to ensure that the product is 

the correct size to fit most regular mugs. 

The client likes this deigns and 
feels that the product will be 
very useful however, she still 
feels that the material should 

be thicker in order to add 
strength. I am going to ensure 
that this is achieved in further 
developments of this design. 



Different 
designs of 
the final 
product

I have spent time discussing my different products and designs ideas with my client. We have decided to 
continue with a bag holding product. We have made this decision because the client feels that this is the 

product that she would use most often and would be most useful to her. 

Deciding on a final product and design brief

Here is my initial idea and 
some different designs 

which I have also explored 
through free hand sketches.  

Final design brief: I am going to manufacture a bag carrying product that will make carrying shopping 
easier and more comfortable for the client. 

I would now like to continue to explore these three designs because they are simplistic, made from fewer 
components and therefore better fit the design specification.

I have decided not 
to continue with this 

design due to the 
multiple 

components which 
make the product 

larger and stand out 
more.  



Modelling (model version 1): This is a model that I have made from an old tennis ball. I used a craft knife to cut a slit into the top of the tennis ball,
I then widened this to allow bag handles to fit into the gap.  I chose to make this model from a tennis ball because the rubber added structure
whilst the soft outer layer made it comfortable to grip. 

Client Feedback and improvements (model version 2): The client said that the model was comfortable to hold, however 
she thought that on days that her hands were particularly swollen she may struggle to grip the large shape. So, we decided 
that by pushing one side of the slit under the other the shape could be made more of an oval. This made it easier to wrap 
her fingers around the ball and strengthen her grip. But, by doing this there was difficulty putting bag handles into the model 
because the gap at the edges was tightly closed. To resolve this problem I cut circular holes at the ends of the slit meaning that
once closed there was still space for bag handles.

Client Feedback and future improvements: If I continue with this design I need to look into ways of holding the ball closed once handles have been placed across the gap to ensure that they do not slip 
out; however the ball needs to be easy for the client to reopen. I would also like to look into further decreasing the size of the ball to help the client hold it even more easily. I think I would like to see if 
there is a slightly smaller ball that I could use,  because the client said that the ball was still too large to grip. I would perhaps consider making the model from an oval shaped massage ball.

Modelling (model version 1): This is a model that I have made from 
polymorph, I began by placing the polymorph into a pot of boiling 
water and allowing it to soften and become translucent. I was then 
able to mould this in the palm of my hand to help form a model 
that sits comfortably into the hand. 

Client Feedback and improvements (model version 2) : The client said that the model was comfortable to hold and easier to grip than the bag handles
alone; however we decided that we needed to mould the prototype further to allow her to rest her thumb across the top more comfortably. To do this
I placed the ends of the model back into boiled water and once softened I moulded a curve into the end edge whit acts as a flat surface to rest the 
thumb on. The client said that was this a great improvement which made the product even more comfortable to hold. 

Further client feedback and improvements (model version 3): After talking to the client we decided that we should re-mould the model because 
some bag handles were too small to fit across the length of the model. I would also raise the edges slightly to ensure that bag handles will
not slip off. I feel that this is a simple improvement that should be very beneficial to the model. I also decided to mould the product in the 
client’s hand to ensure that it fits perfectly. The new model fitted perfectly into the clients hand and was very effective.

Client feedback and future Improvements:
Having spoken again to the client we have decided that if we continue with this model we will potentially remove the multiple curves on the
underside and replace them with one smooth curve as we feel this will make the product more able to cater for a large range of people. 
We would also like to adapt the next prototype to allow it to be held easily in either hand.

Developing models and production of prototypes

From this point onwards I have decided to continue working on this design because I feel that it is the most effective version of the product and the client has said that she  prefers it because it is easier for her to grip.



The final prototypes

Here is my final card prototype. This was constructed form 64 individual pieces cut from corrugated cardboard using the laser cutter. I used PVA to glue every piece to the next. I also used 3 
3mm dowel which help to hold the pieces together and add strength. 

X 6 X 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 X 50

These are the end 
pieces, I used 3 on 

each end. 

These are the first 
transition pieces, I 

used 1 on each end. 

These are the second 
transition pieces, I 

used 1 on each end. 

These are the third 
transition pieces, I 

used 1 on each end. 

These are the fourth 
transition pieces, I 

used 1 on each end. 

These are the centre 
pieces. 

I tested the strength of this prototype by adding weights to a plastic shopping bag. We found that it could easily carry up to 10 kilograms and 
potentially more which should be sufficient considering that most people do not carry more than 7kg of shopping at any one time. However, 

when made from wood I can expect that it will hold more mass, and on some occasions this may be beneficial. 

The regular shape of these pieces means that the product can be held in either hand. We also decided to replace the multiple curves on the 
underside for a single one. This was a good improvement as it means the product fits comfortably into the palms of most people’s hands. 

Here are images of the 2d Designs I used to cut the individual pieces of this prototype using the laser cutter .  

Client feedback: 
The client has said that this prototype is a big improvement on the last and that she is extremely happy with the current design. She says that the 

product is comfortable to hold in any orientation and successfully aids her grip when carrying multiple shopping bags. Therefore, I will continue with 
the current design and construct the final product from wood.  

Aesthetics – This prototype has a successful, 
simplistic aesthetic much like that of Black 
and Blum products.
Cost – This prototype was cheaply 
manufactured from cardboard. 
Customer – This prototype successfully meets 
the needs of the client and makes carrying 
bags easier for her hands with limited 
dexterity.
Environment – The prototype is 
environmentally friendly as it has been made 
from recyclable, sustainable, eco friendly 
cardboard.
Size – The product is small and fits easily into 
the palm of the users hand.
Safety - This prototype makes carrying 
shopping bags a safer job, by reducing the risk 
of dropping heavy shopping. 
Function –The prototype makes the everyday 
task of carrying shopping easier.  
Material – This prototype has been made 
from a small quantity of cardboard. 
Manufacture – The manufacturing process 
was short , cheap and with few environmental 
impacts. 

Evaluating the final prototype against 
ACCESS FM:
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Happy new year!

The last ‘leg’ - Finishing touches and the final 
testing of the fully functioning prototype



Manufacturing the final prototype

To construct the final product I will be using ply wood 
because it is an environmentally friendly, sustainable 
material. I will be using 12mm ply wood so that few 

pieces are needed.

Here is the 2D Design of the final product pieces which are cut using a CNC Router. 

The product will be constructed from eight 
individual pieces held together with three 6mm 

dowel. 

For this final product, I  have contoured the 2 end 
pieces so that they create a gradual curve, like that 

previously achieved using multiple pieces in the 
prototypes. This means that the product  can be 

made more quickly, easily and from fewer pieces of 
material.

X 2 outer pieces

X 6 inner pieces
Here I have 

researched the 
different types of 
glue that I could 
use to construct 

the product. I have 
decided to use 

gorilla glue 
(Polyurethane 

glue) because it 
dries quickly  and 

is waterproof.

The sizes of these pieces was decided based on the previously 
collected anthropometric data (measurements shown in green). 

50mm

50mm

43mm

50mm

The inner circumference of the clients hand 
when held in a relaxed fist was 40mm by 
60mm. This averaged to 50mm hence the 
diameter of the external pieces. The diameter 
of the inner pieces was reduced by 0.7mm to 
allow the client to wrap her fingers around the 
product more comfortably.

The manufacturing process is as follows:
1. Cut the 8 pieces using the CAD drawings and a CNC Router. 
2. Glue together the 8 plywood pieces using gorilla glue and insert, three 6mm dowels. 
3. Sand and smooth all the surfaces using sand paper, files and a band facer. Begin with rough p80 paper and work up to soft p400.
4. Varnish the product using 2 layers of Danish Oil, applied with a cloth.

The material cutting list is useful for manufacturers because it shows the 
quantity of different materials needed to make the product. In this  case, the cutting list if very short 
meaning that the product can be manufactured quickly, cheaply and easily. 

Material  for 1 
bag holder:

Quantity: Tools/Machinery:

Ply wood
2520mm² 
12mm depth

x2                          x6

CNC Router
Sandpapers ranging from p80 to p400 
Cured files or varied sizes 
Gorilla glue
Band facer

Dowel
300mm
6mm diameter

x3 10mm pieces

Coping saw
Sandpapers ranging from p80 to p400
Gorilla glue

Material and Cutting list:



Manufacturing the final prototype – step by step

Step 1: Cutting 
Step 2: Gluing  

Step 3: 
Sanding  

Here are the pieces being 
cut using the CNC Router. 

Having cut the pieces I 
realised that that a new end 

piece was needed in the 
opposite orientation so this 

piece was altered and re-
cut.

Here are the pieces being glued together using gorilla glue and 
the dowels being added..

Here are the pieces being sanded 
down using sand paper and a barrel 

sander. 

Step 3: Varnishing Here are the pieces being varnished using

Danish Oil 
Clear 

Varnish  Wood 
Stain  

Here I tested the varnishes on small ply 
wood squares. Having spoken to the 

client I have decided to use the Danish 
Oil, because it produces a soft smooth 

texture and warm colour. Which fits the 
clients preferred aesthetics.

There were some 
holes in the sides 

of the product 
which I have filed 
in using pva glue 

and sawdust. 
This created a 
more  flat and 

smooth surface. 
It is now  

therefore more 
waterproof and 

aesthetically 
pleasing.

I decided to apply 
2 layers of Danish 

Oil.



Preparing for batch production:

To prepare the product for  batch production the following drawings would be 
very helpful as they show the size of the product, the different parts and how 
they are put together. This will be helpful for other people/manufacturers who 
produce the product. 

Batch production Potential alterations :

If sent for batch production I would produce varying sizes of the product. This is because the product was designed for a 
specific client using her anthropometric data. From this earlier research it was discovered that the client’s hands were 
smaller than that of the average female. This means that many other users may require a larger size (male users in 
particular).

For this reason I would make a alternative version with the following dimensions:

I have decided upon these dimensions by combining the size of the average adult’s hand measurements of both men and 
women. The average hand width of both men and women combined is 84.9mm, and the average hand length is 187.15mm. 
This is significantly larger than that of the original client. I then used these measurements in proportion to that of the 
original product to calculate measurements for a slightly larger version which would fit the average users hand.  

50mm

50mm

50mm

43mm 95m
m

56mm
56mm

48mm

107mm

56mm

43

The product should be 
manufactured using the same 
cutting list and manufacturing 
process as shown previously.
Here is a simplified version:

The manufacturing process:
1. Cut pieces using the CAD and a 

CNC Router. 
2. Glue together the components 

and insert, 6mm dowels. 
3. Sand and smooth surfaces using 

sand paper, files and a band 
facer. 

4. Varnish using 2 layers of Danish 
Oil.

The Material Cutting List per bag 
carrier: 
• 300mm of dowel - 6mm diameter
• 2520mm²of ply wood – 12mm in 

depth 
(there will be some excess - waste -
from cuttings)

This drawing  
shows how 
the 
individual 
pieces of the 
product 
together.

50mm

43mm

Outer Piece

Inner Piece
Inner Piece

6mm dowels 

Here 
are 
some 
more 
CAD 
drawing
s 
showin
g 
differen
t cross 
section

Further CAD drawings illustrating how to manufacture the product:

Here is the 
second hand 
anthropometric 
data which I 
have sourced 
from the 
internet. 



The Final prototype product – Testing and evaluating    

Effectiveness:

Here the client is carrying a shopping bag weighing 5kg. On the left she is not 
using the product and the strain on her hand and wrist is extremely visible. 
Whereas, on the right, the client is using the product and the strain has been 
visibly reduced. The client says that the product is very effective and 
comfortable to use in multiple orientations. This makes carrying bags much 
easier especially for longer time periods. 

Durability test :

To test the durability of the 
product we continued to add 
more wights and multiple 
bags. We found that the bag 
carrier can easily hold up to 
10kg (and potentially more). 
We also checked that 
multiple bags can be carried 
at once and this ability 
makes the product very 
useful. 

Waterproof test :

Here I have tested the waterproofing Danish Oli by running the product 
under the tap. I found that although the product became damp it did not 
absorb the water and was therefore easily dried with a towel. This makes it 
very practical and good for daily use even in damp conditions. However if 
the product was to be used in more extreme weather (rainfall) an additional 
waterproof layer may be needed.

Improvements:

Having undertaken these tests and  spoken to the client I have concluded 
that the product works correctly, and correctly fulfils its purpose. However, 
if it is to be used in more extreme conditions by another person an 
additional protective vanish may been needed. 



Evaluating the product against the design specification 
and ACCESS FM with client feedback   

ACCESS FM: Specification: Explanation: Evaluation with client feedback:

Aesthetics The product must be 
aesthetically pleasing 
and in the style of 
Black and Blum 
products.

The product should be pleasing to look 
at and not look out of place in a 
modern home. The product must have 
a neutral colour scheme with smooth 
surfaces.

The client is very happy with the natural finish of the product as it is practical and helpful whilst 
being discreet, it does not look out of place in a modern home. Both the client and I particularly 
like the warm colour produced through the use of Danish Oil and I feel this was a successful 
decision. The minimalistic design is like that of the Black and Blum products that I had researched.  

Aesthetics The product must 
have a simple design.

The product should have a simple 
design which is easy to produce.

The client and I agree that the product has a simple minimalistic design with few pieces. This has 
made it both aesthetically  pleasing and easy to produce. This will make batch production and 
future manufacture simple. 

Cost The product must be 
affordable.

The product must not be expensive. I 
think £10 is a sensible limit, when 
considering the prices of existing 
similar products. 

The product was not expensive to product due to the small quantities of materials needed. This 
mans that it could be sold at an affordable price and definitely came under the £10 budget. 

Customer The product must 
make an every day job 
easier.

The product must be able to aid 
someone with Arthritis and make 
simple tasks easier. 

The client says that this product is definitely helpful when she carries multiple heavy shopping 
bags and is a makes this job much more simple. She says that she would use it on a regular basis as 
it is extremely successful. 

Environment The product must be 
sustainable.

The product must be made from 
sustainable, environmentally friendly 
materials such as plywood and cork.

The product has been made from ply wood which is a renewable and environmentally friendly 
material. This means that further production could easily be sustained. 

Size The product must be 
lightweight. 

The product needs to be lightweight to 
ensure the task is made easier. The 
product will be hand held and 
therefore must be made according to 
the users anthropometric data.

The product was designed using the clients specific anthropometric measurements meaning it is 
the correct size for her hand.  This allows it to work successfully and make carrying bag easier.  



Evaluating the product against the design specification 
and ACCESS FM with client feedback  

ACCESS FM: Specification: Explanation: Evaluation with client feedback:

Safety The product must make the 
task safer.

The product must fulfil the design brief and actually 
make the task safer. For example a product for 
carrying shopping should be effective enough to 
reduce the risk of dropping heavy bags. 

The product definitely makes carrying shopping a safer job because by aiding the 
clients grip the risk of dropping heavy products is significantly reduced.

Function The product must be 
comfortable to grip in order 
to make the task easier. 

The product must be able to complete the task more 
comfortably by decreasing the  effort needed from 
the client. It should therefore have smooth surfaces 
that are easy to  grip.

The client says that the final product is smooth and comfortable to grip and 
therefore definitely makes carrying bags less painful. The strong design can carry 
up to 10kg with ease ensures that the product can work comfortably and 
effectively.  I am very happy with this feedback because this was my main aim.  

Function The product must be 
practical.

The product must be practical, able to fulfil its 
purpose and do its job effectively.

The client and I feel that the product is very practical due to its small but effective 
design. The waterproof design means that it can carry out its job effectively and 
fulfil its purpose.

Function The product must be usable 
in and around the home.

The product should be able to be used within the 
home, and must therefore be safe for children.

The smooth finish of the design and  the absence of small individual parts makes 
the product safe for use within the home and around children. 

Material The product must be 
durable.

The product must be able to withstand daily use. The multiple layers of ply wood ensure that the product is durable and the 
addition of a waterproof varnish helps add further strength and durability.  The 
client has said that for these reasons the product can definitely withstand daily 
use easily. 

Manufacture The product must be 
manufactured quickly and 
affordably.

The manufacturing process must be short and 
affordable but must also have little environmental 
impacts. 

The manufacturing process is short and fast. It is cheap due to the use of readily 
available plywood which is sustainable meaning the effects on the environment 
are very low. 



My final evaluation – what I have learnt through this process

What I have learnt about design techniques:

Through this iterative design process, I have learnt how to generate a range of ideas without becoming fixated on 
one idea. In have  also been able to expand my sketching abilities through the use of isometric sketch's, 3rd and 
Orthographic projection, exploded diagrams and free hand sketching. I have also become more confident when 
using CAD applications (2d design)  to convey my design ideas. 

What I have learnt through manufacturing process:

I have also learnt a lot thorough the manufacturing process. For example I have become more aware of a 
variety of different materials, the different ways of cutting pieces (CAM) and different finishing techniques. 

Overall client feedback:

The client says that she is very impressed with this product because having used it when 
her hands were very inflamed, at the end of a busy day, she found that she could easily 
carry her shopping without having to painfully clench a tight fist. This is something that she 
would have otherwise found very difficult to do and will therefore continue to use the bag 
carrier in her day to day life. 

Final client interview and questionnaire based on the earlier interview :

Please circle your answer.

Q1) Would you be willing to pay up to £10 for this product?

Yes, I would be willing to pay £10 for this product  because I feel it is very effective. 

Q2) Is the product as practical as you wanted it to be? 

Yes, having used the product I feel that it is extremely practical because it is small and easy to carry with 
me. However, it is also extremely aesthetically pleasing. 

Q3) Was the product made using your preferred materials?

Yes the product was made using wood which was my preference. 

Q4) Do you feel that the product is as sustainable as you hoped it would be?

Yes, the product is very sustainable due to it being manufactured from wood, which was one of 
these reasons why I preferred this material. 

Q5) Do you think the product is both comfortable to use and practical?

Yes, it was important to me that not only was the product practical but that it was also 
comfortable to use and I feel this has been achieved successfully because the bag carrier fits 
comfortably into my hand. 

Q6) Was the product made using your preferred colour scheme?

Yes, I wanted the product to be made using neutral and natural colours so that it did not stand 
out or attract attention, this has been achieved through the use of warm coloured plywood. 

Q7) Do you feel the product can withstand daily use?

Yes, I think the product is very robust and can withstand day to day use. 

Q8) Do you feel the product is easy to store and not too heavy?. 

Yes, because the products is small and lightweight meaning that I can carry it with me easily. 

Here is a second client questionnaire with questions 
formulated from the clients previous responses.  

My overall evaluation of the product:

I am extremely happy with the product that I have designed and manufactured. I feel that I 
have successfully fulfilled my design brief and success criteria. I believe that the product is 
very helpful to the client and provides her with comfort and safety within the home. 

Feedback from a range of people:

Name: Feedback:

Andrew Devey
Age: 50

Andrew believes that this product is simple, comfortable and 
effective. Having seen its benefits he says that he would definitely 
use it should his hand dexterity decrease. 

Polly Beasley 
Age: Over 70

As somebody who cannot carry a heavy bag, Polly says that this 
product is very helpful as it distributes the weight much more 
comfortably. 

Alice Devey
Age : 13

Although Alice does not suffer from arthritis, she feels this product 
is still very useful because it stops her hands from aching when 
carrying heavy shopping bags for long periods of time. 



Developing the Product further

Development ideas – rubber grip:

One idea that I would like to explore if continuing with this product would be to add a rubber 
grip on the inside of the bag carrier. This is because I think it would add additional grip and help 
to prevent any movement of bags when in use.  

I feel rubber would be a good option because when made from tree sap, it is a sustainable 
material:

Development ideas – protective varnish:

Another idea that I would like to potentially explore is a more protective,
waterproof varnish. 

This would make the product more durable, particularly when used in 
poor (rainy) weather conditions. 

I would use 
Gorilla Glue to 
secure a thin 

layer of rubber 
here.

Development ideas – becoming more 
sustainable:

To make this product more 
sustainable, I would consider making it 
out of bamboo because this is a 
renewable material. My previous 
research shows that it is a good 
alternative to plywood because it does 
not require fertiliser. 

Natural rubber  with 
a textured finish is a 

good option to 
provide extra grip 
and prevent bag 

handles from slipping 
around when in use.

Becoming more colourful:

Because this product was designed specifically for a client who did not want 
it to stand out, the bag carrier was made using a neutral colour scheme. 
However, if sold to a wider audience, some people may prefer a brightly 
coloured option. I would therefore consider staining the product in wood 
satin before adding a vanish. 

Here are 
some ideas 
of different 

coloured 
wood satins 

that the 
product 
could be 

stained in. 

Here are some different ways that I think the bag carrier could be 
developed further:
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Celebrate a job well done!


